
  
  

Lieberman   Syllabus   2021-2022   
   

Course   Syllabus   
  

This  year-long  class  provides  an  introduction  to  digital  photography.  Students  will  touch  upon  the  process  of  creating,  producing,                    
responding,  and  connecting  images  to  the  world  we  live  in.  Students  may  respectfully  use  the  Photography  Department’s  camera,                    
lighting,  and  grip  equipment,  as  well  as,  computers  and  Adobe  software  to  create  images  and  develop  communities  of  learners  who                      
communicate  and  share  their  ideas  and  artistic  perspectives  with.  Students  are  encouraged  to  look  critically  at  art  and  use  the                      
language  of  photography  during  the  constructive  critique  process.  The  ability  to  articulate  ideas  about  photography  using  the                   
language  of  photography  is  an  essential  skill  as  a  photographer.  Students  will  learn  to  ‘read’  images  by  discussing  the  details  of  what                        
they  see,  this  will  springboard  them  into  their  own  storytelling  projects.  The  examination  of  images  helps  students  self-reflect  and                     
connect  to  each  other  and  the  world  around  them.  Using  multiple  media  resources,  students  will  enhance  their  skills  and  build  social                       
credibility   while   touching   upon   professional,   ethical,   and   legal   expectations   related   to   the   photographic   medium.   

  
Instructional   Philosophy:   
  

Photography  and  digital  media  skills  can  be  considered  a  cornerstone  of  our  ‘creative  and  knowledge  based  economy’.  When  students                     
understand  the  social,  political,  and  cultural  context  of  media,  they  are  better  prepared  to  read  and  decode  it.  Digital  art  projects                       
promote  personal  growth,  foster  creativity,  literacy,  and  innovation  by  incorporating  hands-on  independent  and  collaborative  learning                 
experiences   mixed   with   self   reflection.    This   will   help   students   develop   their   skills   to   become   future   creators,   not   only   consumers.     
  

Classes  will  consist  of  a  mixture  of  lectures,  demonstrations,  and  student  work  based  activities.  Expectations  and  consequences  are                    
emphasised  at  the  beginning  of  the  semester,  shared,  and  articulated  throughout  the  term.  Students  are  expected  to  come  to  class                      
regularly  and  on-time.  Students  will  be  expected  to  participate  in  class  activities.  Students  will  keep  a  working  journal  with  notes  that                       
serve  as  their  reference  materials.  The  student  journal  may  include;  classwork,  project  notes,  research,  and  other  instructional                   
materials  students  may  use  for  review.  Journals  will  be  checked  regularly  to  monitor  student  progress.  Students  are  expected  to                    
demonstrate  their  knowledge  by  applying  their  skills  in  an  individual  and/or  group  project.  Students  will  be  assessed  through  various                     
components  each  marking  period,  including;  quizzes,  exams,  written  assignments,  and/or  projects.  All  projects  are  explained  and                  
presented   with   a   rubric   that   creates   a   path   for   evaluating   the   work.     
  

Students  who  have  any  questions,  suggestions,  or  comments,  please  email  me,  or,  drop  me  a  note!  Teachers  have  mail  boxes  on  the                        
first   floor.   Come   with   an   open-mind   and   your   imagination!   
  



  
  

Equipment:     
● Cameras   Used   In   Class:   Fall   2018    Canon   T8i     
● Computer   and   Adobe   Photoshop     
● Various   excerpts   from   published   books,   magazines,   etc.   

  
Homework:     TBA     

Assessment/Grading   Policy :   See   the   Rubric   for   additional   details.   Incomplete   work   will   receive   receive   no   higher   than   a   55%   

● Project/Portfolio/Meeting   Deadlines/Technical   Quality/Craftsmanship/Presentation   =   40%   of   final   grade   
● Lab/Exams/Assessments   =   20%   of   final   grade   
● Class   Participation/Professionalism/Behavior   =   20%   of   final   grade   
● Homework/Journal   =   20%   

   
Supplies   Needed:    (Highly   recommended)   

● 16/32/64   GB   flash   drive   
● 16/32/64/128   GB   Memory   Card   for   Camera,   SD   cards   are   preferred,    B&H   Photo    has   good   prices   and   is   nearby   
● Notebook   to   keep   class   notes,   ideas   and   sketches:   Use   Google   Drive   and   Share   when   requested.   
● Digital   Camera   (a   class   set   will   be   provided)   

  
Behavior   Policy:   

● School   wide   policies   will   be   upheld   in   this   class.     
  

Essential   Questions:    A   few     big   ideas   that   will   be   explored   in   class;   
  
● What   are   current   media   (photography   /   film)   career   options?   
● What   are   the   safety   concerns?   
● How   does   a   camera   work?   
● How   can   we   use   social   media   to   promote   our   work?   
● What   are   the   components   of   a   photo   studio?     

https://www.usa.canon.com/internet/portal/us/home/products/details/cameras/eos-dslr-and-mirrorless-cameras/dslr/eos-rebel-t8i-ef-s-18-55mm-is-stm-lens-kit
https://www.usa.canon.com/internet/portal/us/home/products/details/cameras/eos-dslr-and-mirrorless-cameras/dslr/eos-rebel-t8i-ef-s-18-55mm-is-stm-lens-kit
http://www.bhphotovideo.com/c/search?atclk=Brand_SanDisk&ci=1097&N=4037060554+4291236412


  
  
● How   do   you   use   studio   lighting   and   grip   equipment   properly?   
● Who   are   some   of   the   important   persons   who   impacted   photography   history?   
● Who   are   some   of   the   important   persons   impacting   photography   and   media   today?     
● How   can   you   incorporate   the   principles   and   elements   of   art   into   your   images?   
● How   do   you   analyze   and   /   or   constructively   critique   images?   
● How   do   you   write   an   artist   statement?   
● How   can   you   use   Adobe   programs   to   enhance   your   images?   
● How   do   you   create,   edit,   and   share   visual   stories   using   print?     
● How   do   you   create,   edit,   and   share   visual   stories   using   social   media?     

  
Course   Objectives :   Students   Will   Be   Able   To…     

● Composition:  Develop  an  understanding  of  composition  through  the  language  of  photography  using  the  elements  of  art  and                   
principles   of   design   

● History   of   Photography:     Develop   a   general   understanding   of   the   history   of   photography   
● Actively   engage   with   peers   to   produce,   evaluate,   and   critique   art   using   the   language   of     

photography   
● Camera   basics   
● Demonstrate   a   basic   knowledge   of,   and   the   ability   to   apply   learned   skills   properly   for   creative   control   using;   

○ Compositional   Terms     
○ a   DSLR   Camera,  
○ Lighting,   both   natural   and   artificial,   
○ Studio   Grip   Equipment   and   Lighting   Modifiers,   
○ Adobe   Photoshop   (PS)   

● Produce   and   maintain   an   online   journal   that   consists   of   class   and   lab   notes,   as   well   as   ideas   for   future   projects   
● Compose  and  produce  well-crafted  digital  portfolio  (artifacts)  that  yield  individual  creativity,  personal  interpretation  that  tell  a                  

unique   and   personal   story   
● Students  will  actively  participate,  communicate,  and  share  their  work  safely  via  online  portfolios,  class  blog  and  other  class                    

approved  social  media  platforms  in  a  professional,  legal  and  ethical  manner  which  helps  lead  to  cultural  understanding  and                    
shared   global   experiences   

● Develop   an   understanding   of   various   careers   that   exist   in   the   industry   with   an   eye   to   the   future   
   



  
  

Course   Activities :   

● Lectures   and   demonstration   
● Software   Lessons/Lab   
● Camera   Instruction   and   Assignments   
● Project   Assignments   
● Critique   
● Class   Participation   Course   Topics   

  
The   Course   Will   Cover   The   Following   Topics:   

● The   Elements   of   Art   &   The   Principles   of   Design   through   a   Photographic   Lens   
● Historic   Overview   of   Photography   and   Social   Media   
● Basic  DSLR  Camera  Modes  and  uses,  including  but  not  limited  to;  ISO  settings,White  Balance,  Drive  Modes,  Lens  Focal                    

Length,   Focusing   Options,   etc.   
● Diverse   Photography   Careers   &   Applicable   Uses   As   A   Mixed   Media   
● Basic   Photo   Compositional   Terms   (Including:   Rule   of   3rds,   Leading   Lines,   Depth   Of   Field,   Framing   Subjects,   etc.)   
● Basic   Photo   Editing   (Using   PS)   understanding   of   the   language   and   creative   ideas   associated   with   digital   imagery     
● Basic   Studio   Lighting   &   Grip   including   but   not   limited   to   using   a   Light   Meter   and   Gray   Card   with   a   focus   on   safety     
● Using   Photography   to   Share   Ideas   
● Legal,   Ethical,   and   Social   Expectations   and   Consequences   of   posting   images   on   Social   Media   
● Using   a   Critical   Eye   to   Evaluate   and   Critique   Images   on   Social   Media   and   Portfolio   Based   Sites   

  
Course   Projects:    (TBA,   may   include   but   not   limited   to…)   
  
● Personal   Reflections     
● Fashion   &   Lifestyle   
● Product   &   Macro   Photography  
● Photojournalism   &   Editorial   Stories   
● Portraiture     
● Fine   Art   
● End   of   Semester   Online   Digital   Portfolio   



  
  

End   of   Semester   Portfolio:     
  

Students  will  develop  an  end  of  semester  online  portfolio  that  expresses  their  understanding  of  digital  storytelling  with  a  focus  on                      
cultural   and   social   reflection.   

  
● A   12-15   image   digital   portfolio   created   online   using   a   social   media   site   TBA   
● A   hard-copy   artifact   representing   their   work   printed   on   8X10   paper   
● An   artist   statement   and   reflection   of    500   -   750   words   
● A   research   paper   of   1500   -   2500   words   

  
Grade  Scale:   Students  will  be  assessed  on  the  following;  elements  of  art  &  principles  of  design,  creativity/originality,                   
effort/perseverance,   craftsmanship/skill/consistency,   and   group   work/class   participation/attitude.   

  
Grade   Performance   Standards   

  
90-100   
  
  

EXEMPLARY :  The  student  worked  in  a  professional  manner  independently  and  in  a  group  setting.  The  student                  
completed  required  assignments  early  or  on  time.  Project  composition/design  were  well  thought  out,  sketched  out                 
ideas  creatively  in  journal,  showing  how  he/she  connected  prior  knowledge  to  projects.  The  student  showed  an                  
understanding  of  the  use  of  the  elements  and  principles  of  design  &  media.  The  student  demonstrated                  
problem-solving  skills,  applied  academic  skills  well,  and  made  necessary  corrections  when  needed.  The  student                
consistently  maintained  a  high  work  standard  and  high  test  scores.  The  student  participated  in  all  class  activities                   
and   maintained   an   excellent   journal.   The   student   had   three   or   fewer   absences.     

85-89   
  
  

ABOVE  LEVEL :  The  student  worked  hard  and  was  able  to  complete  all  or  most  of  the  class  assignments  on  time                      
with  limited  assistance.  The  student  applied  the  principles  and  elements  of  design  &  media  to  the  project.  The                    
student  made  connections  to  prior  knowledge.  The  student  made  necessary  corrections  when  noted,  enthusiastic                
classroom  participation  and  demonstrated  social  skills  and  etiquette.  With  a  little  more  effort  the  finishing  touches                  
would   have   been   outstanding.   The   student   maintains   his/her/their   journal   and   achieves   above   level   exam   scores.     

75-79   
  
  
  
  

AT  LEVEL :  The  student  exhibited  limited  skills.  Required  some  supervision.  Completed  many  assignments  late,                
maintained  an  average  work  standard.  The  student  infrequently  proofed  work  and  was  not  enthusiastic  about                 
making  changes  to  projects.  The  student  applied  some  elements  and  principles  of  art  to  assignments.  The  student                   
participated  infrequently  in  class  and  group  assignments,  kept  an  average  journal  and  had  average  to  low  test                   
scores.     



  
  

  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  

  

Grade   
  

Performance   Standards   

65-69   
  
  

BELOW  LEVEL:   Assignments  completed  but  showed  little  evidence  of  any  understanding  of  the  elements  and                 
principles  of  design  &  media.  There  was  little  to  no  evidence  of  original  ideas.  There  was  little  to  no  evidence  of                       
planning  the  composition  in  a  journal.  The  journal  was  not  maintained  and  test  scores  were  low.  Required  close                    
supervision.  Little  to  no  classroom  participation.  The  project  could  have  been  improved  (after  critique  process)                 
with  more  effort.  There  was  an  adequate  interpretation  of  the  assignment,  but  it  lacked  attention  to  detail  and                    
finish.  The  student  allowed  others  in  the  group/class  to  do  most  of  the  work.  The  student  participated  minimally                    
in   set-up   and   cleanup.     

55-64   
  
  

UNSATISFACTORY :  Lack  of  preparation  and  lack  of  completed  work.  Poor  or  no  journal.  Poor  class                 
participation   and   craftsmanship.   Lack   of   evidence   of   original   ideas.   Did   not   take   or   failed   exams.     


